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Recall: How does the processor 
actually talk to the device?
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Processor accesses registers in two 
ways: 

― I/O instructions: in/out instructions
● Intel: out 0x21,AL

― Memory mapped I/O: load/store 
instructions

● Registers appear in physical address space
● I/O with load and store instructions
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Recall: How does the processor 
actually talk to the device?
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Processor accesses registers in 
two ways: 

― I/O instructions: in/out instructions
● Intel: out 0x21,AL

― Memory mapped I/O: load/store 
instructions

● Registers appear in physical address space
● I/O with load and store instructions
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Data

Interrupt Request

Processor Memory Bus

CPU

Regular
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Interrupt
Controller

Bus
Adaptor

Bus
Adaptor

Other Devices
or Buses

History: Seperate memory bus from I/O bus 
(usually much slower)

Or I/O "pin" on memory bus rather than normal 
address ranges
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Recall: Memory-Mapped Display 
Controller
Hardware maps control registers and display memory 
into physical address space

― Addresses set by hardware jumpers or programming at boot 
time

Writing to display memory (“frame buffer”) changes 
image on screen

― Addr: 0x8000F000—0x8000FFFF

Writing graphics description to command-queue area 
― Set of triangles to draw on graphics card
― Addr: 0x80010000—0x8001FFFF

Writing to the command register may cause on-board 
graphics hardware to do something

― Process current command queue
― Addr: 0x0007F004

Can protect with address translation

Display
Memory

0x8000F000

0x80010000

Physical Address
Space

Status0x0007F000
Command0x0007F004

Graphics
Command

Queue

0x80020000
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Transferring Data To/From Controller
Programmed I/O:

― Processor reads/writes data from/to device registers
― Pro: Simple hardware (control + data interface the 

same)
― Con: I/O can take a lot of CPU time

Direct Memory Access (DMA):
― I/O controller reads/writes from RAM without CPU
― OS specifies physical addresses with device registers
― Pro: CPU can do other things during large I/Os
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addr
len

Transferring Data To/From Controller
Sample interaction with DMA controller (from OSC):
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I/O Device Notifying the OS
The OS needs to know when:

― The I/O device has completed an operation
― The I/O operation has encountered an error

Two options: I/O Interrupts and Polling
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I/O Device Notifying the OS
I/O Interrupts:

― Device generates an interrupt whenever it needs service
― Pro: handles unpredictable events well
― Con: handling each interrupt relatively high overhead 

Polling:
― OS periodically checks a device-specific status register
― Pro: low overhead to check
― Con: may waste cycles checking for infrequent events

Actual devices combine both: High-bandwidth network adapter:
― Interrupt for first incoming packet
― Poll for following packets until hardware queues are empty
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Device Drivers
Device Driver: Device-specific code in the kernel 
that interacts directly with the device hardware

― Supports a standard, internal interface
― Same kernel I/O system can interact easily with 

different device drivers
― Special device-specific configuration supported with 

the ioctl() system call
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Device Drivers
Device Drivers typically divided into two pieces:

― Top half: accessed in call path from system calls
● implements a set of standard, cross-device calls like 

open(), close(), read(), write(), ioctl(), strategy()
● This is the kernel’s interface to the device driver
● Top half will start I/O to device, may put thread to sleep until 

finished
― Bottom half: run as interrupt routine

● Gets input or transfers next block of output
● May wake sleeping threads if I/O now complete
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Basic Performance Concepts
Response Time or Latency: Time to perform an 
operation (s)
Bandwidth or Throughput: Rate at which 
operations are performed (op/s)

― Files: mB/s, Networks: mb/s, Arithmetic: GFLOP/s

Start up or “Overhead”: time to initiate an operation
Most I/O operations are roughly linear

― Latency (n) = Ovhd + n/Bandwidth
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Example (fast network)
Consider a gpbs link (125 MB/s)
With a startup cost S = 1 ms
Theorem: half-power point occurs at n=S*B:

― When transfer time = startup T(S*B) = S + S*B/B
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Example: at 10 ms startup (disk)
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What determines peak BW for I/O ?
Bus Speed

― PCI-X: 1064 MB/s = 133 MHz x 64 bit (per lane)
― ULTRA WIDE SCSI: 40 MB/s
― Serial Attached SCSI & Serial ATA & IEEE 1394 (firewire) 

: 1.6 Gbps full duplex (200 MB/s)
― USB 1: 1.5 – 12 mb/s

Device Transfer Bandwidth
― Rotational speed of disk
― Write / Read rate of NAND flash
― Signaling rate of network link
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Today
HDD architecture
SSD architecture
Introduction to Queuing Theory
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Recall: Basic Performance Concepts
Response Time or Latency: Time to perform an 
operation (s)
Bandwidth or Throughput: Rate at which 
operations are performed (op/s)

― Files: mB/s, Networks: mb/s, Arithmetic: GFLOP/s

Start up or “Overhead”: time to initiate an operation
Most I/O operations are roughly linear

― Latency (N bytes) = Overhead + N/Bandwidth
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Storage Devices
Magnetic disks

― Storage that rarely becomes corrupted
― Large capacity at low cost
― Block level random access
― Slow performance for random access
― Better performance for streaming access

Flash memory
― Storage that rarely becomes corrupted
― Capacity at intermediate cost (50x disk ???)
― Block level random access
― Good performance for reads; worse for random writes
― Erasure requirement in large blocks
― Wear patterns
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Are we in an inflection point?
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Why do we care about HDDs?
History: Filesystems are designed to use HDDs 
efficiently
Still the cheapest online storage per byte

― Maybe the cheapest "cold" storage per byte
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Hard Disk Drives (HDDs)

IBM/Hitachi Microdrive

Western Digital Drive
http://www.storagereview.com/guide/

Read/Write Head
Side View

IBM Personal Computer/AT (1986)
30 MB hard disk - $500 
30-40ms seek time
0.7-1 MB/s (est.)
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The Amazing Magnetic Disk
Unit of Transfer: Sector

― Ring of sectors form a track
― Stack of tracks form a cylinder
― Heads position on cylinders

Disk Tracks ~ 1µm (micron) 
wide

― Wavelength of light is ~ 0.5µm
― Resolution of human eye: 50µm
― 100K on a typical 2.5” disk
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The Amazing Magnetic Disk
Tracks separated by guard regions

― Reduces likelihood neighboring tracks 
are corrupted during writes (still a small 
non-zero chance)

― Erasure codes...

Track length varies across disk
― Outside: More sectors per track, higher 

bandwidth
― Disk is organized into regions of tracks 

with same # of sectors/track
― Only outer half of radius is used

● Most of the disk area in the outer regions of 
the disk
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Magnetic Disk Geometry
Track: circular recording location 
on media
Cylinder: all the tracks under the 
head at a given point on all 
surfaces
Sector: minimal storage unit – 
512-4096 bytes

Sector
Track

Cylinder
Head

Platter
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Reading and Writing
1. Seek time – move heads
to the correct cylinder

2. Rotational latency – wait for sector to come under 
heads

3. Transfer time – time to actually read the sectors

Sector
Track

Cylinder
Head

Platter

~4-8 ms (3600-7200 rpm, typical laptop/desktop)
~2-4 ms (15000 rpm; high-end server)
faster if reads adjacent

avg 5-10 ms
faster if reads adjacent

50-100 MB/sec
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Involvement of Controller (old view)

Software
Queue

(Device Driver) Ha
rd

wa
re

Co
ntr

oll
er

 Media Time
(Seek+Rot+Xfer)

Reque st

Result

Latency = Queue time + Controller Time +
              Seek Time + Rotational latency +

     Transfer Time
Best bandwidth: large transfers of adjacent 
sectors from one track
(no seek time/rotational latency)
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HDD cost and density
Still cheaper than SSDs – <$0.03/Gbyte
Density >1 Terabit/square inch 
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Intelligence in the Controller (1)
Does OS know what cylinder it's using?
Used to address sectors with cylinder #, head #, 
track #
Not anymore – opaque sector #s

― Numerically close sector # are close to each other

Track skewing
― Different cylinders have different numbers of sectors
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Intelligence in the Controller (2)
Error correcting codes – 

― Hide corruptions from "leakage" from neighboring track 
writes

― Handle degrading hardware mostly invisibly

Sector sparing –
― Detect broken sectors, remap them
― Means OS doesn't really know where sectors are

Slip sparing –
― Remap more sectors to keep sequential behavior
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Logistics
Project 3 Out – Initial Design before class 
Thursday
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Break
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Storage Devices
Magnetic disks

― Storage that rarely becomes corrupted
― Large capacity at low cost
― Block level random access
― Slow performance for random access
― Better performance for streaming access

Flash memory
― Storage that rarely becomes corrupted
― Capacity at intermediate cost (50x disk ???)
― Block level random access
― Good performance for reads; worse for random writes
― Erasure requirement in large blocks
― Wear patterns
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Solid State Disks (SSDs)

NAND Multi-Level Cell (2 or 3-bit/cell) flash memory
― Sector (4 KB page) addressable, but stores 4-64 “pages” per memory block

Trapped electrons distinguish between 1 and 0

No moving parts
― No seek time / no rotational delay – 0.1-0.2ms access time
― Very low power and lightweight

Limited “write cycles”
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SSD Architecture – Reads

Read 4 KB Page: ~25 usec
― True random access: No seek or rotational latency
― Transfer time (SATA): ~10 microseconds
― Latency = Queuing Time + Controller time + Xfer Time

Host
Buffer
Manager
(software
Queue)

Flash
Memory
Controller

DRAM

NANDNANDNANDNAND

NANDNANDNANDNAND

NANDNANDNANDNAND

NANDNANDNANDNAND

NANDNANDNANDNAND

NANDNANDNANDNAND

NANDNANDNANDNAND

NANDNANDNANDNAND

SATA
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SSD Architecture – Writes (1)

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solid-state_drive

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solid-state_drive
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SSD Architecture – Writes (2)
SSDs provide same interface as disks to OS
… but can only overwrite 256 KB at a time
Controller can't just erase+rewrite 256 KB block?

― Slow
― Each block can only be erased ~10K times – some 

pages are likely to wear out

Solution: More intelligence in controller
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SSD architecture – Block remapping
Controller maintains a mapping between page #s 
and actual locations in SSDs

― Spreads out erasures across entire media
― Avoid large erases for small amounts of new data

… but controller is much more complicated

Recall: Similar to disk controllers for bad blocks
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Storage Performance & Price (2013)
Bandwidth (Sequential 
R/W)

Cost/GB Size

HDD2 50-100 MB/s $0.03-0.07/GB 2-4 TB

SSD1,2 200-550 MB/s (SATA)
6 GB/s (read PCI)
4.4 GB/s (write PCI)

$0.87-1.13/GB 200GB-1TB

DRAM2 10-16 GB/s $4-14*/GB
*SK Hynix 9/4/13 fire

64GB-256GB

BW: SSD up to x10 than HDD, DRAM > x10 than SSD
Price: HDD x20 less than SSD, SSD x5 less than DRAM   
BW: SSD up to x10 than HDD, DRAM > x10 than SSD
Price: HDD x20 less than SSD, SSD x5 less than DRAM   

1http://www.fastestssd.com/featured/ssd-rankings-the-fastest-solid-state-drives/ 
2http://www.extremetech.com/computing/164677-storage-pricewatch-hard-drive-and-ssd-prices-drop-making-for-a-good-time-to-buy  

http://www.fastestssd.com/featured/ssd-rankings-the-fastest-solid-state-drives/
http://www.fastestssd.com/featured/ssd-rankings-the-fastest-solid-state-drives/
http://www.extremetech.com/computing/164677-storage-pricewatch-hard-drive-and-ssd-prices-drop-making-for-a-good-time-to-buy
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SSD Summary (1)
Pros (vs. hard disk drives):

― Low latency, high throughput (eliminate seek/rotational 
delay)

― No moving parts: 
● Very light weight, low power, silent, very shock insensitive

― Read at memory speeds (limited by controller and I/O 
bus)
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SSD Summary (2)
Cons

― Small storage (0.1-0.5x disk), expensive (20x disk  ???)
● Hybrid alternative: combine small SSD with large HDD

― Asymmetric block write performance: read pg/erase/write 
pg

● Controller garbage collection (GC) algorithms have major effect 
on performance

― Limited drive lifetime 
● 1-10K writes/page for MLC NAND
● Avg failure rate is 6 years, life expectancy is 9–11 years

These are changing rapidly
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Recall: Basic Performance Concepts
Response Time or Latency: Time to perform an 
operation (s)
Bandwidth or Throughput: Rate at which 
operations are performed (op/s)

― Files: mB/s, Networks: mb/s, Arithmetic: GFLOP/s

Start up or “Overhead”: time to initiate an operation
Most I/O operations are roughly linear

― Latency (N bytes) = Overhead + N/Bandwidth
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What goes into startup cost for I/O?
Syscall overhead
Operating system processing
Controller overhead
Device Startup

― Mechanical latency for a disk
― Media Access + Speed of light + 

Routing for network

Queuing (next topic)
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I/O Performance

Response Time = Queue + I/O device service time

User
Thread

Queue
[OS Paths]

Co
ntr

oll
er

I/O
device

Latency:
― Wait time – Software paths – model as queue
― Controller time – constant? queue?
― Actual service time

Queuing behavior:
― Can lead to big increases of latency as utilization increases
― Solutions?

100%

Response
Time (ms)

Throughput  (Utilization)
(% total BW)

0

100

200

300

0%
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I/O Performance

Response Time = Queue + I/O device service time

User
Thread

Queue
[OS Paths]

Co
ntr

oll
er

I/O
device

100%

Response
Time (ms)

Throughput  (Utilization)
(% total BW)

0

100

200

300

0%

Long queues → more wait time

High throughput overall

Low effective throughput per operation
Effective BW = size / response time
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A Simple Deterministic World

Requets arrive at fixed intervals and take constant 
amount of time to service

Queue Serverarrivals departures

TQ TS

TA TA TA

Service Rate μ = 1/TS operations per second
Arrival Rate λ =  1/T

A
requests per second

Utilization U = λ/μ %
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A Simple Deterministic World

Requets arrive at fixed intervals and take constant 
amount of time to service

Queue Serverarrivals departures

TQ TS

TA TA TA

Service Rate μ = 1/TS operations per second
Arrival Rate λ =  1/T

A
requests per second

Utilization U = λ/μ %
Offered Load TA/TS %

Something that 
provides service
(not client/server)
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A Ideal Linear World

Offered Load  (TA/TS)
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Offered Load < 100% Offered Load > 100%
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A Bursty World

Same average arrival time, but almost all of the requests 
experience large queue delays

Even though average utilization is low

Queue Serverarrivals departures

T Q T S

Q depth

Server

Arrivals
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Modeling Uneven Arrivals
Simplest assumption: arrivals are equally likely at 
any time

― chance of 1 arrival between 1pm and 2pm =
chance of 1 arrival between 2pm and 3pm

― chance of 1 arrival between 1:00pm and 1:01pm =
chance of 1 arrival between 2:00pm and 2:01pm

Memoryless
― Doesn't matter when last arrival happened
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Modeling Uneven Arrivals
Memoryless property implies time between arrivals 
follows exponential distribution

― probability distribution function f(x) = λe-λx

― mean 1/λ

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1

Likelihood of an event 
occuring is independent of 
how long we’ve been waiting

Lots of short arrival 
intervals (i.e., high 
instantaneous rate)

Few long gaps (i.e., low 
instantaneous rate)

x (λ)

mean arrival interval (1/λ)
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Other distribution
Generally, some probability distribution:

― Mean (Average) m1 = Σp(T)•T
― Variance σ2 = Σp(T)•(T-m1)2 = Σp(T)•(T2-m12)

― Squared coefficient of variance: C = σ2/m12

Aggregate description of the distribution.

Important values of C:
― No variance or deterministic: C=0 
― “memoryless” or exponential: C=1 
― Disk response times C ≈ 1.5  (majority seeks < avg)

Mean 
(m1)

mean

Memoryless

Distribution
of service times

σ
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DeparturesArrivals
Queuing System

Introduction to Queuing Theory

Queuing Theory: studies long term, steady state 
behavior of queuing systems

Based on queue behavior, and probability 
distributions of arrival, service times

Queue Co
ntr

oll
er

Disk
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Little’s Law:
What goes in must come out (1)

Avg arrival rate = Avg departure rate = 
Throughput/Bandwidth B

― or queue is growing to infinity

Avg latency = L

arrivals departuresN
B

L
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Little’s Law:
What goes in must come out (2)

How many items are in the system?
― B items come in per unit time
― each averages L units in the system

→ N (# requests in the system) = B (ops/s) x L (s) 

arrivals departuresN
B

L
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Little’s Law:
What goes in must come out (3)

N (# requests in the system) = B (ops/s) x L (s) 
Called Little's Law

About averages

Works regardless of arrival, service distribution
― (assuming system is stable)

arrivals departuresN
B

L
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Summary (1)
Devices have complex protocols for interaction and 
performance characteristics

― Response time (Latency) = Queue + Overhead + 
Transfer

● Effective BW = BW * T/(S+T)
― HDD: controller + seek + rotation + transfer
― SDD: controller + transfer (erasure & wear)

Bursts & High Utilization introduce queuing delays
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Summary (2)
Systems (e.g., file system) designed to optimize 
performance and reliability

― Relative to performance characteristics of underlying 
device

Disk Performance: 
― Queuing time + Controller + Seek + Rotational + 

Transfer
― Rotational latency: on average ½ rotation
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Summary (3)
SSDs:

― Truly random reads
― Can only erase in large blocks a limited number of 

times (in hardware)
― Complex logic in controller to hide erase block 

limitation
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Naming Queuing Systems
X/X/N

Distribution of 
Arrival Times

Distribution of 
Service Times

# of requests 
serviced at a time
(usually 1)

Distributions

M – memoryless 
(exponential)
G – general 
(anything)
D – deterministic
(constant)
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Results for Memoryless Arrivals
M/G/1 

Arrival Rate
λ

Queue ServerService Rate
μ=1/Tser

λ mean number of requests/second
Tser mean time to service a customer (m1)
C squared coeff. variance of service time (σ2/m

1
2)

μ service rate = 1/T
ser

U server utilization (0≤U≤1): U = λ/μ = λ x Tser

Tq Time in queue = Tser x U/(1-U) x (1+C)/2
Lq Length of queue = λ x Tq  (from Little's Law) 

Memoryless
General 
(anything)
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… for Memoryless Arrival + Service
M/M/1 

Arrival Rate
λ

Queue ServerService Rate
μ=1/Tser

λ mean number of requests/second
Tser mean time to service a customer (m1)
C squared coeff. variance of service time (σ2/m

1
2)

μ service rate = 1/T
ser

U server utilization (0≤U≤1): U = λ/μ = λ x Tser

Tq Time in queue = Tser x U/(1-U) x (1+C)/2
Lq Length of queue = λ x Tq  (from Little's Law) 

Memoryless Memoryless

= 1
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The Utilization Curve
Time in queue =
Tser x U/(1-U)

Cannot get 100% 
utilization
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Queuing Theory Example
― Ten 8KB disk I/Os per second (λ = 10/s)
― Memoryless arrival + service (M/M/1 queue)
― Average service time = Tser= 20 ms (avg controller + seek + rotational 

delay + transfer time) 

Questions
― Utilization? 

● U = λTser = 10/s x 0.02 s = 20%
― Average time spent in queue?

● Tq= TserU/(1-U) = 0.02 s x 0.2 / 0.8 = 5 ms
― Average number waiting requests?

● Lq = λTq = 10/s x 0.005 s =  0.05 reqs
― Average response time?

● Tsys= Tq + Tser = 5 ms + 20 ms = 25 ms
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Queuing Theory Resources
Handouts page contains Queueing Theory 
Resources:

― Scanned pages from Patterson and Hennesey book 
that gives further discussion and simple proof for 
general eq.

― A complete website full of resources

Assume that Queueing theory is fair game for 
Final!
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Optimize I/O Performance

Response Time = 
Queue + I/O device service time

User
Thread

Queue
[OS Paths]

Co
ntr

oll
er

I/O
device

100%

Response
Time (ms)

Throughput  (Utilization)
(% total BW)

0

100

200

300

0%Options to improve performance:
― Improve service time
― Multiple servers – e.g. use two disks instead of one
― Do more useful work while waiting
― Admission control: don't allow too many threads

● Response time over throughput
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Optimize I/O Performance

Response Time = 
Queue + I/O device service time

User
Thread
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0%Options to improve performance:
― Improve service time
― Multiple servers – e.g. use two disks instead of one
― Do more useful work while waiting
― Admission control: don't allow too many threads

● Response time over throughput
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Recall: Reading and Writing
1. Seek time – move heads
to the correct cylinder

2. Rotational latency – wait for sector to come under 
heads

3. Transfer time – time to actually read the sectors

Sector
Track

Cylinder
Head

Platter

~4-8 ms (3600-7200 rpm, typical laptop/desktop)
~2-4 ms (15000 rpm; high-end server)
faster if reads adjacent

avg 5-10 ms
faster if reads adjacent

50-100 MB/sec
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When does disk perform best?
Big sequential reads
Reads are in order so there's no 
"backtracking" when seeking/rotating

Idea: sort disk queue to minimize seek times
― Needs multiple independent reads
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Disk Scheduling

How do we pick from the queue?
Go from cylinder 2 to cylinder 2?

― No seek time

Go from cylinder 3 to cylinder 7?
― Seek time

2
3

2
1

3
10

7
2

5
2

2
2

HeadUser
Requests

Cylinder#

Sector#
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Disk Scheduling

FIFO – First-In, First-Out
― Simplest, Fair, but encourages very long seeks

SSTF – Shortest Seek Time First
― Pick the closest request
― Problem: Starvation – never leaves

"current" section of disk

2
3

2
1

3
10

7
2

5
2

2
2

HeadUser
Requests

Cylinder#

Sector#

1
4

2

Disk H ead

3
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Disk Scheduling

SCAN – "Elevator" Algorithm
― Go from inside to outside and then back
― Cylinder #1 → #N → #1 → #N → ...
― Favors middle cylinders of disk

C-SCAN – Circular Scan
― Like SCAN, but only one direction
― Cylinder #1 → N; #1 → N; ...
― Fairer than SCAN

2
3

2
1

3
10

7
2

5
2

2
2

HeadUser
Requests

Cylinder#

Sector#

1
4

2

Disk H ead

3
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Recall: Intelligence in the Controller
Does OS know what cylinder it's using?
Used to address sectors with cylinder #, head #, 
track #
Not anymore – opaque sector #s

― Numerically close sector # are close to each other

Track skewing
― Different cylinders have different numbers of sectors
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Disk Scheduling
Also something controller does (disk controller has 
its own queue)
More criteria to optimize for, like process 
scheduling

― Fairness versus Throughput versus Response Time
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Filesystems Preview
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Building a File System
File System: Layer of OS that transforms block 
interface of disks (or other block devices) into 
Files, Directories, etc.
File System Components

― Disk Management: collecting disk blocks into files
― Naming: Interface to find files by name, not by blocks
― Protection: Layers to keep data secure
― Reliability/Durability: Keeping of files durable despite 

crashes, media failures, attacks, etc
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Building a File System
User vs. System View of a File

― User’s view: 
● Durable Data Structures

― System’s view (system call interface):
● Collection of Bytes (UNIX)
● Doesn’t matter to system what kind of data structures you 

want to store on disk!
― System’s view (inside OS):

● Collection of blocks (a block is a logical transfer unit, while a 
sector is the physical transfer unit)

● Block size may not be sector size; in UNIX, block size is 4KB
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Translating from User to System 
View

What happens if user says: give me bytes 2—12?
― Fetch block corresponding to those bytes
― Return just the correct portion of the block

What about: write bytes 2—12?
― Fetch block
― Modify portion
― Write out block

File
System
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Translating from User to System 
View

Everything inside File System is in whole size 
blocks

― Actual disk I/O only happens in whole blocks
― read()/write() of less than blocks need to 

translate/buffer

From now on, file is a collection of blocks

File
System
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Disk Management Policies
Basic entities on a disk:

― File: user-visible group of blocks arranged sequentially in logical 
space

― Directory: user-visible index mapping names to files

Access disk as linear array of sectors.  Two Options: 
― Identify sectors as vectors [cylinder, surface, sector]. Sort in 

cylinder-major order. Not used much anymore.
― Logical Block Addressing (LBA). Every sector has integer address 

from zero up to max number of sectors.
― Controller translates from address = physical position

● First case: OS/BIOS must deal with bad sectors
● Second case: hardware shields OS from structure of disk
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Things Our Filesystem Needs
Track free disk blocks

― Need to know where to put data that's written

Track blocks containing parts of files
― Need to know where to read a file from

Track files in a directory
― Need to find list of blocks given a name

Where do we track all of this?
― Somewhere on the disk
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Summary (1)
Devices have complex protocols for interaction and 
performance characteristics

― Response time (Latency) = Queue + Overhead + 
Transfer

● Effective BW = BW * T/(S+T)
― HDD: controller + seek + rotation + transfer
― SDD: controller + transfer (erasure & wear)

Bursts & High Utilization introduce queuing delays
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Summary (2)
Systems (e.g., file system) designed to optimize 
performance and reliability

― Relative to performance characteristics of underlying 
device

Disk Performance: 
― Queuing time + Controller + Seek + Rotational + 

Transfer
― Rotational latency: on average ½ rotation
― Scheduling to minimize seek + rotational time
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Summary (3)
Queuing Latency:

― M/M/1 and M/G/1 queues: simplest to analyze
― As utilization approaches 100%, latency → infinity
― time in queue = Tser x U/(1-U) x (1+C)/2
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